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 INTRODUCTION 
   The study of post-elastic behaviour of framed structures has gained significant interest in 

the past years, mainly due to the need for a proper estimation of the bearing capacity of old 

structures with respect to the continuously increasing earthquake resistance demands, and the 

need for achievement of more economic design for new as well as for retrofitted structures. In 

engineering practice, the dominant approach to nonlinear analysis with plastic hinges of zero 

length is the direct stiffness method, mainly because it is considered as easier to automate. 

   However, Maier [1] has proved that mathematical programming offers an ideal framework 

for non-holonomic plasticity; material hardening/softening is also included, via associated 

plastic flow rules ([2]−[4]). Furthermore, using redundant forces as the basic (primary) 

variables is a better choice than nodal displacements, mainly due to the smaller number of 

unknowns [5]; efficient and simple to implement techniques for automating the force method 

have been already presented in the literature [6]. 

   Herein, an existing efficient force-based method for step by step non-linear analysis [7] is 

extended to include material hardening; a brief description follows below. 

MAIN FEATURES 

   Associated plastic flow is added to an existing formulation [7]. Non-linear behaviour of the 

structure’s material is approximated by piece-wise linear (PWL) constitutive laws ([2]−[4]). 

Compatibility, static admissibility, and linear complementarity between plastic potential and 

non-associated plastic deformations, serve as the Karush−Kuhn−Tucker (KKT) conditions of 

the following optimization problem: 
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Wherein the formulation above, matrix “ ̅” expresses each critical section’s associated plastic 

flow rate in terms of flexibility and constant’s vector “  ” expresses −in unit-free quantities− 

the limits of each critical section’s yield locus. Both “ ̅” and “  ” are updated w.r.t. the 

material’s piece-wise linear (PWL) constitutive law. All other matrices are explained in [7]. 

   Prior to every incremental step “k”, for all critical sections whose stress configuration is 

within the elastic region or follows a perfectly plastic flow, elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour 

is assumed ( ̅   ), while for all critical sections whose stress configuration lies along an 
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associated plastic flow branch of the PWL curve, holonomic plastic behaviour is assumed 

( ̅   ). For every step “k”, a “trial and error” sub-step pattern is followed: Each time, 

beginning from a well-defined stress/deformation state, a “trial” sub-step that satisfies the 

linear complementarity condition of non-holonomic plasticity is run; based on any constraints 

that may develop Lagrange multipliers (this points to the critical sections that leave the 

elastic region to enter a plastic flow phase) and/or any stress increments that may violate the 

irreversibility of their associated plastic flow (this points to the critical sections that return to 

the elastic region from an associated plastic flow phase), the required parts of matrix “ ̅” and 

of matrix “  ” are updated so that they signal initiation of associated plastic flow and 

predefine the direction and limits of its evolution (while they define an admissible continuous 

domain for the stress increments), or termination (plastic unstressing – non-holonomic 

plasticity). Then, an “error” sub-step is run, that begins from the stress/deformation state 

where the “trial” sub-step began from, but uses the previously modified matrices; this “error” 

sub-step finds the correct feasible direction. Any suitable algorithm may be used, e.g. [8]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

   The proposed formulation renders robust, and faster than the equivalent direct stiffness 

method; examples and comparisons with widely accepted commercial packages will be 

presented. The method may be extended to 2
nd

 order analysis [9]. 
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